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ABSTRACT
The shoot apical meristem (SAM) is at the origin of all the plant
above-ground organs (including stems, leaves and flowers) and is
a biological object of interest for the understanding of plant morphogenesis. The quantification of tissue growth at a cellular level
requires the analysis of 3D microscopic image sequences of developing meristems. To address inter-individual variability, it is also
required to compare individuals. This obviously implies the ability
to process inter-individual registration, i.e. to compute spatial and
temporal correspondences between sequences from different meristems. In the present work, we propose a spatial registration method
dedicated to microscopy floral meristem (FM) images, and the identification, for a given still image of a meristem, of its best corresponding time-point in a sequence of an other individual (temporal
registration).
Index Terms— Confocal microscopy, developmental biology,
floral meristem, Arabidopsis thaliana
1. INTRODUCTION
In developmental biology, the study of growing organisms at cell
level for the understanding of tissue morphogenesis is necessary for
the study of underlying genetic mechanisms that govern the development. The imaging techniques rapidly progressed over the last
decades, and it becomes now possible to study both animal and plant
growth by imaging in vivo temporal 3D stacks of respectively embryos and meristems with excellent spatial resolution and with an
imaging frequency that is good enough to follow the organism deformations over the time, at cell level [1]. One central aim in morphogenesis study is to compare individuals in order to understand
the impact of genetic backgrounds on the organism growth. To do
so, there is a need for inter-individual registration tools since it would
open the way to do quantified statistical studies of development variability. There exists some attempts to develop such inter-individual
registration on these new types of 3D+t developmental data on embryos [2, 3], which exhibit a stereotyped development in the early
stages, but not on more complex organisms. In this article, our aim
is to propose a method that opens the way to build such a tool applied
to floral meristems (FM), which is one of the above-ground organs
of the plant elaborated by the shoot apical meristem (SAM).
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We reduce here the problem of comparing two temporal sequences of 3D images of different individuals into a comparison between a still (reference) 3D image and a temporal (test) sequence
of 3D images, since a sequence-to-sequence registration tool can be
directly deduced from an image-to-sequence one. The meristem is
compounded of cells grouped in distinct layers (L1, L2, L3) where
L1 and L2 are respectively the epidermal and the upper hypodermal
layer. The cells in L1 and L2 divide anticlinally, i.e. in a sideway
fashion that ensures that L1 and L2 remain distinct [4]. Meristem
development is not stereotyped at the cellular level, implying there
is no cell-to-cell mapping between meristems at the same development stage. Nevertheless flowers from the same species display a
great robustness in their global shape [5] and the meristem development stage is identifiable to its size [6]. Thus a goodness-of-fit
criterion on L1 and L2 layer interfaces can be considered as an adequate registration quality measure.
Registering 3D images of FM comes then to register the L1 and
L2 layers: surface extraction will be described in section 2 while
surfaces spatial registration will be addressed in section 3. Given
a still 3D image, identifying its corresponding time-point (temporal
registration) in an other 3D+t sequence is achieved by selecting the
”best” spatial registration of the still image with respect to all images of the sequence, as detailed in section 4. Experimental results
processed on Arabidopsis thaliana microscopy image sequences are
presented in section 5.
2. FEATURES EXTRACTION
In this section, I denotes a floral meristem image. Here, we consider
that the cell segmentation of I is well known (one can refer to [7, 8]
for cell segmentation frameworks). The L1 cells are easily extracted
as they are the only ones in contact with the image background, and
similarly L2 cells are extracted as they constitute the L1 sub-layer.
We define the following notations:
• k = 1 (respectively 2, 3) denotes the background-L1 (respectively the L1-L2, the L2-L3) interface;
• K denotes a set of interfaces (e.g. K = {1, 2});
• SkI is the surface at the interface k;
I
• SK
is the set of surfaces {SkI }k∈K ;
• PkI is a point-set sampling SkI ;
I
• PK
is the set of point-sets {PkI }k∈K .
I
Fig. 1 illustrates the PK
extraction process for K = {1, 2}.

I exFig. 1: Segmentation of a FM image I (left) and the point-sets PK

traction result for K = {1, 2} (right). The background-L1 (resp. L1-L2)
interface points are displayed in blue (resp. in red).

I
J
We consider here two point-sets PK
and PK
. Spatial registration
consists in computing the (here affine) optimal transformation Aopt
I←J
J
I
that registers PK
on PK
with respect to a point-sets distance d:


I
J
Aopt
min d PK
, A(PK
) .
(1)
I←J = arg
A∈Aff(R3 )

To do so, we apply a robust version of the Iterative Closest Points
(ICP) algorithm [9] with a trimmed Least Squares Estimation
(LSE) [10]. The following steps are thus processed:
1. Initialization of the transformation A := Ainit
I←J .
2. Do until convergence of A:
(a) Computation of the points pairing function
I
J
so that for k ∈ K and p ∈ PkJ ,
→ PK
φA : PK
φA (p) = arg min dist (q, A(p)),
q∈PkI

i.e. φA (p) is the nearest neighbor of A(p) in PkI with
respect to the Euclidean distance.
(b) Refining of the linear transformation


A := arg min rtrim {φA (p), A0 (p)}p∈P J .
K

3. Let us denote Aopt
I←J = A at the end of the process.
In this process, rtrim denotes the trimmed average of the square residuals of a set of paired points:

rtrim {φA (p), A0 (p)}p =

It

from the original temporally sparse sequence {SK i }i∈{0:n} . Then,
we process to the so-called temporal registration step (section 4.2).
4.1. Sequence temporal resolution enhancement

3. SPATIAL REGISTRATION

A0 ∈Aff(R3 )

temporal registration step is to extract the time-point tJ ∈ [t0 , tn ]
that achieves the best spatial registration of J into the sequence. Although the acquisition techniques offer the means for imaging with a
temporal resolution good enough to enable cell filiation extractions,
the morphological deformations remain important between successive images. In order to ensure a precise temporal registration, a
preliminary step is to refine the sequence temporal resolution (secI
tion 4.1) by building a ”continuous-like” movie {SK
(t)}t∈[t0 ,tn ]

2
1 X
dist φA (p), A0 (p) , (2)
J
e
#P
K p∈P
eJ
K

J
J
is the set obtained
where #· denotes a set cardinal and PeK
⊂ PK
by discarding the worst pairings. The most time-consuming part of
the proposed spatial registration process is the computation of the
point pairing function φA , which is proportional to the number of
J
points to be paired (i.e. #PK
) and to the cost of the nearest neighbor
I
J
search (function of #PK
). First, surfaces SK
can be sub-sampled
using feature parcellation [11] to decrease the computational time.
Second, we privileged a k-d tree representation [12] of the set of
I
points PK
since the nearest neighbor research computational cost
is logarithmic with this structure. Finally, the spatial registration
J
I
J
computational cost is O(#PK
ln(#PK
)). Typically, if PK
is a
J
4
I
parceling of SK of about 10 points and PK is represented as a k-d
tree of about 5 · 105 points, the ICP process converges in about 20
seconds.

4. TEMPORAL REGISTRATION
We now consider a temporal sequence of 3D images {Iti }i∈{0:n}
and a still 3D image J imaged from two distinct FM. The aim of the

The following three-fold process is repeated for i ∈ {0 : n − 1}:
1. Estimate of the non-linear transformation Tti ←ti+1 that resamples Iti on Iti+1 ;
2. Estimate of intermediary transformations {Tti ←t }t∈[ti ,ti+1 ] ;
I
3. Building surface movie {SK
(t)}t∈[ti ,ti+1 ] ;
I
(t)}t∈[t0 ,tn ] is finally obtained by juxtaThe complete movie {SK
posing the reconstructed surface movies.

4.1.1. Transformation Tti ←ti+1
In order to deal with the plant rigid movements that may occur between two acquisitions, we first compute a rigid registration between
Iti and Iti+1 . In the following, we assume that this rigid motion has
been compensated for in the original sequence.
We then compute an affine transformation Ati ←ti+1 that linearly registers Iti and Iti+1 . This affine transformation is then used
as an initialization for the non-linear transformation (encoded by a
vector-field) Tti ←ti+1 = Id + uti ←ti+1 :
∀M ∈ D(Iti+1 ), Tti ←ti+1 (M ) = M + uti ←ti+1 (M ),

(3)

where D(I) is the domain of the image I. We computed the rigid,
affine and non-linear transformations using the block matching
framework [13], which can be described as an ICP-like iterative
method where pairings are built by optimizing a similarity metric
between blocks of the images to be registered. However, experience
has shown that when the deformations are too important between
successive images of the sequence (because of a low temporal resolution), the non-linear registration may fail. In this case, one can use
an alternative method as [7] that estimates the meristem cell lineages
while refining a non-linear deformation.
4.1.2. Intermediary transformations
To compute the vector-field ut←ti+1 , different models could be
used. Here, we simply assume the linearity of the transformation
progression between time-points ti and ti+1 . Considering the intert−ti
polation coefficient α = ti+1
∈ [0, 1], the vector-field is given
−ti
by:
∀t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ], ut←ti+1 = (1 − α)uti ←ti+1 ,
(4)
Then the transformation Tti+1 ←t is computed as the inverse transform of Tt←ti+1 = Id + ut←ti+1 . One can notice that assuming
linearity of the transformation progression between two consecutive
time-points, the vector-fields uti ←t and uti+1 ←t are proportional
and verify the relation
α
ut ←t ,
(5)
uti ←t = −
1 − α i+1
leading to Tti ←t = Id + uti ←t .

4.1.3. Building surface movie
We use the transformations {Tti ←t }i,t given by (5) to build for each
k ∈ K a continuous-like movie of surfaces {SkI (t)}t∈[t0 ,tn ] from
It

the temporally sparse sequence {Sk i }i∈{0:n} . In this work, we fix
It

SkI (ti ) = Sk i ∀i ∈ {0 : n},
SkI (t)

=

It
Sk i

(6)

◦ Tti ←t ∀t ∈]ti , ti+1 [.

transformation. Let us define the residual distance function rest between two paired points after registration and the cumulative histogram of residual distances function ht :


J
rest : p ∈ PK
7→ dist φAopt
(p), Aopt
(p)
∈ R+ , (10)
I(t)←J
I(t)←J
n
o
J
ht : d ∈ R+ 7→ # p ∈ PK
: rest (p) ≤ d .
(11)

(7)

From now, the remaining problems are to determine for each t the
J
spatial transformation that registers the set of surfaces SK
on the set
I
SK (t) and to extract the optimal time-point tJ ∈ [t0 , tn ] such that
I
J
SK
(tJ ) fits the best the transformed set of surfaces SK
.
4.1.4. Side result: images interpolation
With the knowledge of both transformations Tti ←t and Tti+1 ←t
given by section 4.1.2, an interpolated image can be computed from
the re-sampled images Iti (t) = Iti ◦ Tti ←t and Iti+1 (t) = Iti+1 ◦
Tti+1 ←t with the relation
I(t) = (1 − α)Iti (t) + α · Iti+1 (t)

The better the registration, the smaller the residuals. Thus, for a fixed
distance value d, we expect that ht (d) will be maximal for t = tJ ,
meaning that tJ is the time-point for which the transformation of
J
I
the point-set PK
best fits the target point-set PK
(tJ ). Let us denote
tJ (d) = arg maxt ht (d). We define the optimal registration timepoint tJ as the time-point that maximizes the most frequently the
cumulative histogram ht (d) for values of d taken in an adequate interval D (Fig. 4), i.e. the most frequent value tJ (d) over d ∈ D. In
Figs 4 and 5, we chose to plot a normalized surface n(t, d) of the cumulative histograms ht (d) where ∀d, t, n(t, d) = ht (d)/htJ (d) (d)
for a better visualization (hence n(t, d) ∈ [0, 1] and n(tJ (d), d) =
1).

(8)
5. EXPERIMENTS

where α ∈ [0, 1] is defined in section 4.1.2. Fig. 2 shows an image interpolation result. In the following, {I(t)}t∈[t0 ,tn ] denotes
the movie of interpolated images from the sequence {Iti }i∈{0:n} .
Although this interpolated movie does not present an interest for the
specific problem of image-to-sequence spatio-temporal registration,
it provides a continuous-like geometric interpretation of the meristem growth throughout the FM developing stages (Fig. 3). We used
{I(t)}t∈[t0 ,tn ] to illustrate our registration results.

Iti

Interpolated I(t)

Fig. 2: Floral meristem interpolation result for t =
highlights a cell division.

Iti+1
ti +ti+1
.
2

Red circle

4.2. Image-to-sequence temporal registration
The temporal registration process consists of extracting the timepoint tJ that optimizes a surface similarity criterion s:


I
J
tJ = arg max s SK
(t), Aopt
(S
)
.
(9)
K
I(t)←J

5.1. Data
To generate the data for imaging, we took wild type plants of Arabidopsis thaliana and introduced a modified yellow fluorescent protein that contained an acyl signal sequence at its N-terminus. This
acylated YFP clearly marked the edges of the cell for subsequent
segmentation. Plants were initially grown in soil under continuous
light until they made the transition from the vegetative to reproductive phase of growth. For microscopy, plantlets exhibiting an inflorescence stem of maximum length 1 cm were transferred in to a
plastic box containing molten, cooled 1% w/v agar comprising 2.2
grams litre−1 MS salts and Gamborg B5 vitamins. Care was taken to
also transfer as much of the root as possible. After meristem dissection to remove the obstructing flowers, plants were imaged using an
upright Zeiss 780 or LSM700 confocal microscope equipped with a
20x water dipping objective lens. Confocal z-stacks were acquired
of a region that encompassed a newly formed organ primordium with
voxel dimensions set to no more than 300 nm3 . Plantlets were kept
in the light between time points.
A 3D+t sequence consists in 6 to 18 3D images. 3D stacks are
made of 130 to 683 2D slices, with a slice thickness that may vary
from 130 to 610 nm. A 2D slice is typically of 400 × 400 pixels
with a pixel size of about 250 nm.
For the feature extraction step (section 2, Fig. 1), cell segmentations of a complete 3D+t sequence (7 timepoints) and of a still
image from another sequence have been produced by MARS [7] and
further checked by an expert and manually corrected if required.
5.2. Inter-individual registration

t∈[t0 ,tn ]

The reader may notice that in order to compute the transformations
Aopt
I(t)←J , the proposed spatial registration method asks for a manual
initialization of the transformation Ainit
I(t)←J . However, considering
that the rigid movements of the movie are corrected (section 4.1.1),
one can use the same transformation initialization for any time
init
t ∈ [t0 , tn ] of the movie, i.e. Ainit
I(t)←J = AI←J .
We propose to use a criterion built from the cumulative histogram of residual distances between paired points at the optimal

We worked on datasets from two FM for the inter-individual registraJ
tion method demonstration. Given the surfaces SK
from a still image
I
(FM at developing stage 3) and the surface movies {SK
(t)}t (sampled every 2 hours) built from a sequence of 3D images (FM imaged
from stage 2 to 4 during 55 hours), we detail here the spatio-temporal
J
I
registration result of SK
onto {SK
(t)}t . We fixed the distance set
D to 30 uniformly sampled values between 0µm and 12µm. Fig. 5
presents the registration result that was assessed by visual inspection
and considered as correct by biologists. We compared the robustness

Fig. 3: Images from a sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana FM morphogenesis
(inside the green circle) at development stages ranging from stage 1 (no clear
distinction between the FM and the SAM) to stage 4 (sepals overlie FM).

image onto a 3D+t sequence of images by considering invariant features, namely the cell epidermal and sub-epidermal layers L1 and
L2. Such an image-to-sequence registration tool offers the means
to build a 4D template (spatio-temporal dimensions) on which every individual can be projected, opening the avenue to the statistical
analysis of population.
Future investigations will consist in performing more experiments to first assess the validity of the proposed method and second
to build a 3D+t template from several individuals. Special attention
should be paid to a dedicated biological validation of the registration
results. Ongoing technical work is conducted on the surface movie
reconstruction that will be more elegant with a true surface interpolation between two time points. Using more complex registration
techniques [7] will also enables to deal with more sparsely sampled
temporal sequences.
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Fig. 4: Inter-individual temporal registration. Normalized cumulative his-
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